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Sentence transformation

0) Nobody allows us to keep snakes in the house.
We are not allowed to keep snakes in the house

I have never seen such a good football game.
This is the

1)

2)

3)

Nobody can solve this problem.
This problem

"Don't leave your bag outside", said the nurse to Mrs. Kelly.
The nurse told Mrs Kellv

4) I saw this man yesterday.
This is

5) The last time Jill drove her father's car was in September.
Jill hasn't

.YouaregoingtoreadanaÉic|eaboutaburglar.Somewordsffi

. Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-N) for each gap (6-16)
in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word in the boxes below.

. There is one extra word that you do not need to use.

. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Burglar makes nice proÍit

An enterprising Norwegian found a way to make a nice profit by renting out an
apartment in a (0) part of Oslo. What the renters didn't know was (6) _
the 29-year-old man, whose name (7) not been released, had broken into
someone
(8) _ apartment and rented it out to l1 different people.
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The police said the man (9) breaking into the apartment and posting its
photographs on an Internet real estate site. He then asked (10) a bargain €780
per month in rent.
Since (11) an apartment normally costs 35 percent more in Oslo, his
advertisement attracted more (12) 60 people. Eleven people were so (13)

to rent the space that they each paid a €2,340 deposit. A total of €25,740 (|4)
transferred to the swindler's bank account. The real renter was travellins at the

time and has now (15) _ all the locks.
Ingrid Christiansen, of the Oslo police, said that the money was (16)
suspect's bank account and he would face fraud charges.

in the

A admitted
B changed
C eager
N was

D else's
E for
F found

G has
H other's
I popular

K such
L than
M that

. You are going to read an article about sunbathing. Some words are missing from the
text.

. Use the words in brackets to form the words that fit in the gaps ('17-25).

. Then write the appropriate form of these words on the lines after the text.

. There might be cases when you do not have to change the word in brackets.

. Use only one word for each gap.

. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

The two top suntan myths

Everything about the sun is bad for you

We hear so much about how (0) _ (danger) IJV rays are that you'd be forgiven
for thinking that (17) (stay) indoors all summer was good for you! But there
are plenty of (18) (use) things about being out in the sunshine too. A 15-
minute (19) 

- 

(day) stroll in the sun wíll provide enough vitamin D to build
strong bones. This vitamin also boosts the immune system, preventing infections such
as colds. (20) _ (sun) days also help increase the level of a brain chemical
called serotonin, which puts you in a good mood. If you are (21\ (careful)
enough (avoiding the hottest times of the day and using the appropriate sunscreen), the
sun can actually help you get rid of some skin problems as well.
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one bottle of sunscreen will be enough for the two of you on a 10-day holiday

Not if you apply the amount used during testing in laboratories to achieve the level of
(22) 

- 

(protect) stated on the bottle. Experls say you should take one 400m1
bottle ofsunscreen per person for every 10 days ofyour holiday. Snnscreen should be
applied l5 mínutes before going out in the sun and then reapplied (23)
(frequent) and always after swimming. If you aÍe using a Spray' your skin should be
completely (24) 

- 

(cover) before you rub it in. And don't forget the
(25) 

- 

(hide) places such as the soles ofyour feet and behind your ears.
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